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How the 2013 FHA MI

Changes Affect HPML Status
These calculations were run on Feb 21, 2013.
All rates in this document are based on that date.

T

he APOR on Feb 18, 2013 (the Monday before the 21st) for
30-year fixed rate mortgage loans was: 3.590%.
A 30-year fixed rate, 1st lien, FHA loan is an HPML if the

APR exceeds the APOR +1.500%.

Let’s assume the following loan example:
» FHA 30-Year Fixed Rate Loan
» Rate: 3.500% (On Feb 21, 2013 this rate seems to be a
competitive 30-year rate) (This loan doesn’t have any riskbased pricing adjustments.)
» Base Loan Amount: $193,000
» Property Value: $200,000
» LTV: 96.50%
Using the example loan above at Feb 21, 2013 FHA MI
rates, without any other fee or charges, the APR would equal
4.358%. That would leave about a 0.73% cushion in the APR
to charge more prepaid finance charges until the loan is an
HPLM. As a dollar amount that leaves about $14,668 (7.6%
in upfront charges) that may be charged as prepaid finance
charges before the loan is an HPML.
Using the same example from above at April 1, 2013 FHA
MI rates, without any other fee or charges, the APR would
equal 4.418%. That would leave about 0.67% cushion in the
APR to charge more prepaid finance charges until the loan
is an HPML. As a dollar amount that leaves about $13,317
(6.9% in upfront charges) that may be charged as prepaid
finance charges before the loan is an HPML.
Again using the same example at June 3, 2013 FHA MI
rates, without any other fee or charges, the APR would equal
4.984%. That would leave about a 0.11% cushion in the APR
to charge more prepaid finance charges until the loan is an
HPML. As a dollar amount that leaves about $1,930 (1.0%
in upfront charges) that may be charged as prepaid finance
charges before the loan is an HPML.
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Layout Changes to the Fees Page
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Associated Fees Window
When you click the Assign button an Associated Fees window will
appear. On this window you may select individual fee lines that are
associated with the service provider or you may select all the fees
with a certain block number by clicking the check box at the top of
the Associated Fees window. You may also unselect all the fees
with a certain block number by clicking the unselect all checkbox,
also located at the top of the Associated Fees window.

Each fee line now has wire indicators for each payee type (Borrower,
Seller, Lender and Third Party). The service providers selected for a
fee will also display in a read only field called Service Providers. You
may access the Service Providers page by clicking Service Providers.

Note: When a fee is associated with a service provider, the service
provider will display on the fees page if the fee exists and has a
block # of 4, 5 or 6.

ids blog

Did you know that IDS is totally social? Check us
out on Twitter (@idsDoc), LinkedIn and Blogger
(www.docsinmotion.blogspot.com), for the latest
news and happenings at IDS.

